




DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

My father told me when I was young, “something for nothing is worth nothing”.

Practically speaking, I resourcefully created this picture with gem documents buried in 
the ether of my sprawling archive when I came to realize the many parallels between two 
interviews and one political forum- content shot over three days on either side of the 
2011 Vancouver hockey riot.
  
It was truly a simian Surrealist experience that Dali would have understood well, the 
issue of the disposable common camera, a hollow and vainglorious celebration of the 
everyman image driving Artists beyond the limits of sanity to the highest and lowest 
extremes of Modern Art. While attempting to shoot the riot and ultimately get clear shots 
of burning vehicles and firemen, what came to be most intriguing for this picture was the 
intrusive elements- the endless wannabe filmmakers with their internet enabled cell phone
cameras thrust into every frame at some point or anothecameras thrust into every frame at some point or another, dramatically articulating 
themselves through riot environments, tiny camera in hand, attempting to capture 
something sensational to boost their personal importance amongst their peers.

I had to make this picture to find a measure of satisfaction and justice and have found that 
the primary people in the show are a mirror of both myself and all concerned as 
disenfranchised by the apathetic narcissistic abuse that has become systemic in today's 
media saturated globe.

                                                                        Heath                                                                        Heath Tait, Director, Producer, Videographer



COLIN UPTON, Comix Illustrator, Mini models War Gamer

Colin has been drawing comics since 1985 with his first self-published
mini-comics. Since then he has done some 200 mini-comics, 15 comic
books and numerous contributions to comics anthologies.

He has also been a noise performance artist, rock junk drummer,
historical consultant, illustrator, lowbrow painter, conceptual artist, political
cartoonist, miniaturist, radio broadcastecartoonist, miniaturist, radio broadcaster, lecturer, writer and theatrical
illustrator. He enjoys a nice cup of tea whether hard at work or out strolling
the streets of Vancouver observing and commenting on the life of the city.

Colin speaks of his experience around Vancouver when the Stanley Cup
finals came through- and of it’s violent aftermath. With a background in
informative entertainment and miniature war gaming, he draws parallels
between human nature, warfare and pro sport. Historic Modern Art, new
media and the struggle to build and hold an audience with the advent ofmedia and the struggle to build and hold an audience with the advent of
disposable imagery is foremost in his discussions.

The illustrator was interviewed the day before the June 15, 2011 riot, 
and again 9 months later on March 14, 2012 wherein he reflects upon 
the riot’s aftermath, those involved and the use of media in the spectacle.

“The day you can’t make money selling porn, you know things have
changed fundamentally”



GREIG THORLACIUS, Actor & workingman philosopher

Greig still dreams of an acting & film career- but at a reasonable distance. 
Years of study and many thousands of dollars later he comes to terms with 
his middle age and acting ideals while salvaging old ships and battling 
Vancouver’s live-aboard bylaws. His rural west coast British Columbian 
roots have made for a stereotype of a man, the rugged and robust red-
haired hard laboring coastal type akin to the pioneering colonial beginnings haired hard laboring coastal type akin to the pioneering colonial beginnings 
of Canada. He is direct witness to the opening up of Canada’s west coast, 
the Asia-Pacific Gateway and the constant ongoing change in trade and in 
media. Reality content and Social Media are discussed along with Greig’s 
deep background in conspiracy theory outside of the impenetrable 
mainstream media. However, blogging hasn’t proven overly valuable either 
and he speaks for all who have at one time attempted to pair new media 
with purpose over apathy and trash.with purpose over apathy and trash.

Greig was interviewed the day following the riot, June 16, 2011. He speaks 
of the ironies of a world in freefall collapse, fastidiously rioting over sport.

“It’s like trying to teach philosophy to an anthill… ‘cause they’re just 
like puppy dogs rolling in their own shit”



BILL VANDER ZALM, British Columbia Premier 1986-1991

Bill still loves the spotlight of the political arena. A born storyteller and 
mercurial leader, he came to British Columbia in 1947 from the 
Netherlands and established himself in the nursery and gardening 
business. After winning and losing a number of political campaigns, he was 
elected BC Premier when the province was on the world stage with Vancouver’s 
Expo ‘86, yet floundering economically in the general economExpo ‘86, yet floundering economically in the general economy. 
His famous quote “I’ll give them a shovel” while BC Human Resources Minister 
several years earlier, won him many admirers. His storied term as Premier was 
cut short by a conflict of interest private business scandal, of which he was 
exonerated, after having stepped down.

In July 2009 the newly elected 3rd term BC Provincial Premier Gordon 
Campbell, contrary to his recent campaign claims, proclaimed the adoption 
of the controversial Federally controlled HSof the controversial Federally controlled HST (Harmonized Sales Tax). 
The 75 year-old Vander Zalm, who had swept up the province in the mid 80’s 
under “Vandermania” with his bright smile and dynamic optimism, 
jumped into action (quite literally), and spearheaded a “Fight HST” province-wide 
campaign leading to a historic people’s referendum wherein the 
government was forced to respond to the will of the people.

Bill Vander Zalm was taped in action at the final BC-wide “Fight HST” 
campaign rallcampaign rally, held an hour’s drive east of Vancouver on June 16, the day 
following the riot.

“Governments make the same mistake time and again: Businesses 
don’t create jobs… consumers create jobs!”





HEATH TAIT, Artist, Animator & Filmmaker at the Frenzy

Heath has always been a maker of things, a dreamer and observer. 
The 4th Generation “farmer” from pioneering beginnings in south central BC 
grew up surrounded by nature and learned to make things from nothing. 
Paper Mache dependent haunted houses as a kid led to 80’s Special FX 
makeup and high school horror videos followed by 5 years of Art and 
animation studanimation study. Then the digital revolution and internet had begun. 
It’s been a growing frenzy ever since with the emergence of reality shows and 
social media, the medium now switched online into an analytics platform 
baiting tool where quality standards are no longer key to success. Like oil 
and water, the dichotomy of media is foremost on Heath’s mind and he 
hopes to be able to continue making meaningful movies into the future.

“This filmmaker at the frenzy, with his 1 video camera, beyond… this 
VVancouver Vagabond” 



VANdaliSM (250 word Synopsis)

VANdaliSM speaks of image & abuse having grown systemic in today's media soaked 
globe. From the 1st shot to the last is traditional Comix illustrator Colin Upton’s plight 
as an artist trapped seemingly hopeless in the new digital media reality, disconnected from a 
responsive audience and unable to justify the expense and value of his endeavor. 

There’s Greig Thorlacius, yet another student of acting school having invested many 
years and dollars in an acting career only to discover late in the game that there was little, years and dollars in an acting career only to discover late in the game that there was little, 
if any, opportunity, ever. Both Artists discuss the internet, the futility of social media and 
blogging, the desperation of it all. Both are strong enough within themselves to do so.

And there is former British Columbia Premier Bill Vander Zalm and Chris Delaney 
leading the “Fight HST” campaign. Featured primarily is the final stop on their province-
wide personal endeavor, fighting the government of British Columbia and the province’s 
debunked Premier Gordon Campbell’s bastard tax policy, the federally controlled HST. 
The media is mentioned a number of times- as are the youth, and the complete lack The media is mentioned a number of times- as are the youth, and the complete lack 
thereof.

All is brought together over a three day span on either side of the June 15, 2011 
Vancouver Stanley Cup hockey riot that broke out following the final 7th game loss to 
Boston on home ice. It is there that we find the greatest expression of media’s abuse: the 
clowning and grandstanding, the perversity of violence as Surrealist as historically with 
the Art movement, an indication of how Modern Art happened.



VANdaliSM (1000 word Synopsis)

In VANdaliSM I found Dali, in all his crystal clarity, residing anachronistically within 
the chaos of this time. Surrealism, at the forefront of the origins of extreme abstract 
Modern Art, arose from a social political generation where rationality had failed, a 
world of primal recognitions, taboo truths and violence sandwiched between two 
World Wars. 

In support of my ongoing documentary series In support of my ongoing documentary series “Vancouver Vagabond”, like many 
an opportunity in and around Vancouver, I covered the Stanley Cup final in Canada’s 
largest west coast city where the Vancouver Canucks battled it out with the Boston 
Bruins, and where a surreal riot broke out following the final 7th game loss on home 
ice. Whipped 4-0, it was a punctured and humiliating end to a pumped up crowd in 
denial of their deflation, 150 thousand in their number crammed dangerously into
the streets at the foot of the iconic 1958 Canada Post building, teeming with 
drunken youth in an uproarious pro sport patriotism needing release.drunken youth in an uproarious pro sport patriotism needing release. And it was 
found in the form of what felt like a tribal ecstasy, albeit a downright dirty one 
loaded with foul language and an air of violent and sensational monkey-mischief.
Rolling over vehicles, orgiastic in a mammoth endeavor of primordial aggression, 
gasoline set a spewing like the life’s blood of an ancient beast, firing them ablaze in 
something of a bonfire ritual around which they danced, clowned, whipped banners 
and flags, jerseys and towels; it spoke of something beyond the industrial modern 
citcity, a throwback to another time, another consciousness, one buried in all of us for 
centuries and millennia, dark and dangerous, kept mute in the chains of religion, 
social convention and political repression. Or as in the liberal commercial society, 
kept constrained in the pocket of various fetishistic outlets of communion, sport, 
rock concerts or otherwise. It was war ritual and Art as one amongst a post modern 
purposeless population, throwing off in an ecstasy of unbridled passion, the yoke of 
the square and sterile, the hollow of the briefcase replaced by the weight of the 
nearest projectile.nearest projectile.

I’ve seen the monkey before, dancing about foolishly, chattering all too loud about 
all too much, typically a big bunch of nothing. The juvenility of it all, those who must 
be seen and heard at all costs for no good reason except to somehow proclaim that 
they do exist, that they somehow matter via facebook or otherwise. That in this 
growing faceless chasm of disparity between the classes, rural and urban alienation, 
amidst neighborly disaffection and the cult of excess as success, amidst the mist of 
connection, diconnection, diffusion of role and significance, confusion of limp flags, impotent 
leaders, corporate criminals and apocalyptic earthly disaster, the beast finds its way 
out of the black recesses of obscurity: the black box no longer, its confines broken, 
shattered perhaps forever into millions of images, voices, thoughts, opinions, 
criticisms and cultural delusions- all flaky, all ephemeral. The “democratization” of 
media is a curious term; it presupposes that for some reason the masses are owed it 
as a vehicle for their personal expression, to reinforce what is theirs as a collective 
union of nonetheless stark transient individuals.  union of nonetheless stark transient individuals.  



Power and privilege of media is arguably both stronger and weaker than ever, since 
both everyone and no one has it entirely- or any great degree of it except perhaps, if 
by chance, typically something of an unprofessional nature happens to go viral and 
becomes a celebrity sensation between those who partake in the communion ritual, 
the more cheap, inane and pedestrian the better since that is what all are enabled to 
achieve. 

An orgy of bodies butted up against one anotheAn orgy of bodies butted up against one another, the chain grows beyond mere 
length but in breadth sideways and in every way outward. The virus, the ever 
splitting cell, benign or otherwise grows until interest wanes to the outskirts of the 
crowd, the network periphery, very quiet compared to the noise from the greater 
body. It is there that the smaller artists and independent filmmakers now find 
themselves, marginalized.

How do you negotiate with the indirect violence of cyber criminals and media 
hijackers? How do todayhijackers? How do today’s artists and expense-laden genuine filmmakers compete 
with free-front parasites offering up the audience foundation of such an expensive 
and privileged field of cultural resonance and potential meaning- for absolutely 
nothing? What happens to a society world round when culture’s most expensive and 
meaningful vehicle, comprised of any number of mediums and industries, talents, 
crafts and economies, falls into the grasp of a rabid populace bent on the cult of 
personal vainglory? When the beacon of hopes and dreams, the pinnacle of privilege 
and skill sets becomes a sick and violent trashy everyday arena of attack and snub, and skill sets becomes a sick and violent trashy everyday arena of attack and snub, 
invisible creeping and obsequious greasing? 

What’s interesting, and perhaps the silver lining for the outskirts observers of this 
simian mob is the falsity of the common argument, the abuse of “Robin Hood”. Is it 
really about equality when all are fighting for greater spotlight share, when these 
same people are the ones ritually thieving music, movies and whatever they fancy- 
not for others but rather themselves? When such action by so many leads to the 
irony of consolidation amongst the Hollywood topmost elite, endless emphasis on irony of consolidation amongst the Hollywood topmost elite, endless emphasis on 
the nervous shareholder and cop out derivative product, the destruction of 
breakthrough, risk taking and genius?

'Democratization' is proven hollow in VANdaliSM. The “Fight HST” campaign, like so 
many democratic processes was ignored by the youth in place of fake ribbons & 
bows as encouraged by social media. The tomfoolery deception multiplies into a cult 
of facades, a roundabout communal mythology of the self, perhaps even as someone 
appearing as engaged in important things. Cancerous 'Click Mobs' rarely show up appearing as engaged in important things. Cancerous 'Click Mobs' rarely show up 
for the tangible events where numbers really matter. Appearance of association 
becomes the emphasis, over all else.

Arts and Motion Picture, rigorous and elitist by nature demanding genuine talents
and hard won workmanship, are like the idyllic but overpriced and alienating city of
Vancouver. If the jealous mob is enabled, it will be abused, trashed and left for dead.
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